Week 1 - Episode 2
Challenges
• Tap the ball or socks using the palm and back of the hand while
standing on one leg.
• Alternate between using both hands to tap and standing on each leg.
• Using the racquet, tap the ball continuously at the ground for a set
amount of taps.
• Toss the socks in the air with one hand, then using the palm of the
other hand, hit the socks into the ground. Complete a set amount.

Mega Challenges
• Using the racquet, tap the ball using the forehand and backhand while
sitting, kneeling and standing.
• Using the hand, tap the ball or socks using the forehand and backhand
continuously.
• Creative challenge - Move any way you can while tapping the ball or
socks with the forehand and backhand.

Other variations
With a partner try:
• Create tapping combinations back and forth
with a partner.
• Use a bigger soft ball to make it easier.

Stage 2

Suggested PDHPE Outcomes
These activities may address the outcomes listed as part of
a whole school PDHPE scope and sequence.
PD2-4 performs and refines movement skills in a variety of
sequences and situations.
PD2-11 combines movement skills and concepts to
effectively create and perform movement sequences.
Sample questions
How do you move to make tapping easier ?
Where do you look when tapping the ball?
How can you control the ball to make tapping successive?

Teaching cues
Flat hand or racquet face.
Eyes on the ball.
Try to tap lightly.
Move your feet to track the ball.

Equipment
Ball or rolled up socks, bat or racquet.
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• Create tapping combinations back and forth
with a partner.
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Stage 3

Suggested PDHPE Outcomes
These activities may address the outcomes listed as part of a
whole school PDHPE scope and sequence.
PD3-4 adapts movement skills in a variety of physical activity
contexts.
PD3-11 selects, manipulates and modifies movement and
concepts to effectively create and perform movement
sequences.
Sample questions
How do you control the height and direction of the ball when
tapping?
How can you control the ball while moving creatively?

Teaching cues
Flat hand or racquet face.
Eyes on the ball.
Try to tap lightly.
Move your feet to track the ball.

Equipment
Ball or rolled up socks, bat or racquet.
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